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Feed the mind
Free the imagination

A co-educational CBSE day school committed
to unlock learning opportunities with a new age
philosophy, futuristic infrastructure and world-class
facilities.

Specialized Curriculum

Full-scale Offerings

Wholesome Activities

We welcome you to a new way of
learning. Empyrean School follows an
in-house curriculum for its
preschoolers, and a CBSE board for
primary and above. Based on works of
educational theorists such as
Lev Vygotsky, Jean Piaget, Howard
Gardner, and supported by passionate
and qualified faculty our curriculum is
structured to set students free.

Our safe and secure CCTV enabled
campus is fully-equipped with music,
dance and recording studios, an air
conditioned AV room, a computer lab,
a sick bay, indoor and outdoor activity
areas, learning zones on every floor, a
landscaped court and a vast 1.25 acre
playground. We also provide a
nutritious cafeteria, and an RTO
compliant school bus service.

We offer the provision of various sports
such as Football, Basketball, Skating,
Volley Ball, Throw ball, Table Tennis,
Lawn Tennis, Carom, Chess, Yoga,
Gymnastics, Archery. We provide a
wide exposure to Art, Music, Dance,
Performing Arts, Speech and Drama,
Story Telling, Role Playing,
Self-Expression and various Contests,
Spell bee, Workshops, Talks and Events.

VISION

Nurturing young minds to excel
as human beings in all
endeavours and contribute to
building a better future
MISSION

Developing individual potential and
ingrain concepts for lifelong learning,
fostering progressive thinkers and
achievers

AT E M P Y R E A N
WE BELIEVE IN

Friends with the Environment
Our students are exposed to an
environment-friendly, polythene free campus, a
tactile sensorial garden and composting systems.
Inculcating the habit of planting and gardening
via activities and clubs from a tender age.
We deploy a low energy consumption model using
natural light, ventilation and LED lighting. Sun
barriers keep the building cool, and rainwater is
harvested for reutilization.

The Pursuit of Dreams

Active Involvement

Asking Questions

Consistent Effort

We reach for the stars, aiming high and
reaching higher. We believe in the
passionate pursuit of ambition.

We are curious. We raise questions,
fuelling the thirst for knowledge and
fostering a desire to learn.

We learn by doing, participating
and engaging. Providing opportunities
of contribution
and decision making to all.

Moral Fibre

We maintain a culture of mutual
respect, empathy
and acceptance. Honouring all
members and maintaining
a keen consciousness of the
world around.

Learning continuously helps us to
improve continuously.
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